Lambda phases of NbD X (0.78 < x < 0.84), which exist below 220 K, have been studied by neutron and electron diffraction.
INTRODUCTION
Thelphase diagram for NbD. is very similar to the phase diagram for NbH , shown in Fig. i . The %-phase structures are based on the X . ,
6-phase structure at N-bH (D).
The 6-phase is an ort horhomblc structure with dimensions /2a x~/2a x a, where a (= 3.43 A) is the lattice constant of the bcc structure formed by Nb in NbH. (D). In the remainder of this paper, the atomic position as well as^the reciprocal lattice will be in reference to the bcc structure. The Nb atoms in the orthorhombic 6-phase cell form a f. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The discussion presented here is based on single crystal neutron diffraction, 2 electron diffraction 2 and recent polycrystalline neutron diffraction measurements. In Fig. 3 , top half, the results of a neutron diffraction scan are shown for a polycrystalline sample of NbD0.834 at room temperature.
The (ii0) and (~I) reflections are shown, the latter being the characteristic 6-reflection.
When the sample is cooled below the6-% transition, the 6 reflection disappears and two satellites are formed at (~i-6)and (~il-~) (see bottom half of Fig. 3 ). This characteristic of the% phases can be interpreted by stacking 61 and62 unit cells as building blocks in the<001> direction as shown schematically in Fig. 2 
~o O:
The results of our investi-J i O gations are presented in Table  • • ~ / I. We have observed four lphases in NbD by neutron dif- Table I . Due to the ~ layers in the l-structure, the structure can also be described as a deuteron concentration wave. In another paper presented at this conference a model is discussed that predicts the existence of the concentration waves. IQI in 2~/a. 
